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■ MOTAWI TILEWORKS | Glaze Range Sample Approval Form

Motawi Tileworks glazes vary from muted stony matte to satin matte to brilliantly glossy. Many glazes 
can vary significantly in shade, hue, and surface quality. This natural variation is intrinsic to the beauty 
of Motawi Tileworks glazes.

Prior to placing your order we highly recommend you order a glaze range sample of all the glazes you are 
considering. The glaze range sample shows the full range that is possible to see within each glaze. Each 
tile order will fall somewhere within that glaze range, and large orders may exhibit the full range shown. 
It is important to be comfortable with any variation within the glaze range. You can also view the glaze 
range on our website at motawi.com/collections/glazes-for-installation-tile. Note that due to variances 
among color monitors, the colors on your computer monitor may deviate from the actual glaze color. 
Ordering a physical glaze sample is always the best way to judge color accurately. 

Returns are not accepted unless tile is defective or damaged in shipping, and cancellations are not 
accepted on made-to-order tile.

If you have any questions on the information above please contact Motawi Tileworks by calling customer 
service at (734) 213-0017 to talk with one of our installation designers.

■ SAMPLE APPROVAL

I have read the above information on the variations intrinsic to Motawi Tileworks glazes and understand 
that once I approve the range sample provided, I may not return or cancel my order unless the tile is 
defective or damaged in shipping.

I have seen the enclosed range sample for the glazes in my project and accept the variation shown.  
I understand that all or some of the pieces I have ordered in this glaze will look similar to any or all of the 
tiles making up the range sample.

Please send completed approval form to Motawi Tileworks via fax at (734) 213-2569, post, or email to 
the Motawi designer you are working with on your project. Any delay in returning your acceptance to the 
Tileworks may mean a delay in the estimated ship date provided for your order.

Date Quote or Sales Order Number

Glaze Numbers

Signature Please Print Your Name


